
Nepal Leprosy Trust - a review of 2019
Dear Friends and Supporters,

2018 and 2019 have been interesting and challenging years for NLT
as it has sought to adapt to the changing situation in Nepal. The new federal system has
given our centre at Lalgadh more
responsibility, supporting leprosy work in
eight districts instead of four. The number of
visits by people coming for help remains high
at well over 100,000 per year, and of those,
12,000 continue to be people needing
support for the many problems they
experience due to leprosy. An increasing
proportion of the new cases of leprosy that
we diagnose are people coming from India,
as news of our service is spreading, accounting for 35% of new cases. Sadly, leprosy in both

Nepal and India has been on the increase again during the
last two years because health systems have become less
vigilant, thinking that the disease was largely beaten. The
realization that leprosy is not so easily overcome has
prompted renewed vigour, and increased recognition of the
vital part that centres such as ours play. So, although the
prevalence of leprosy in our work areas has been reduced

through our steady input, there is still much to be done across the southern plains of Nepal,
which remain the most endemic area for leprosy.

Nepal as a country continued to be stable through 2019, which has helped NLT’s work by
allowing relationships with government colleagues to prosper without the repeated
interruption of political upheaval. However, the negotiation of NLT’s new 5-year Project
Agreement was very slow, as it struggled to find its way through new kinds of red tape. We
were very relieved when the Agreement was finally signed off
on 18�� December 2019 after two years of negotiations. NLT’s
work is now covered until December 2024, and we are grateful
for all who faithfully prayed for this outcome.

In October 2019, the team at Lalgadh Leprosy Hospital and
Services Centre (LLHSC) had to face the retirement of Dambar
Aley, who has been a key part of the leadership since the work
began. Dambar has played a key role in many of the relationships with supporting
organizations as well as Government departments. He has also played a significant role in
the church at Lalgadh and will continue to be part of the leadership there. For the time
being, Dambar’s role at Lalgadh will be shared between Dr Krishna Lama (Medical
Coordinator) and Mr Suman Tamang (Support Services Manager), with help from the
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Medical Director, Dr Graeme Clugston. Dr Clugston has been
based at Lalgadh for 13 years and continues to support the
development of the medical work. He will be at Lalgadh for
up to two more years to help establish new services and
prepare the next Medical Director. This will be the final
stage of LLHSC becoming entirely Nepali-led and managed.
The medical team at Lalgadh now includes two part-time
Nepali specialists - an orthopaedic surgeon (Dr Dhakal) and
a consultant dermatologist (Dr Sudanshu Jha) - to enable further diversification of our
medical specialties. This should attract more general patients willing to pay for their
treatment, as well as providing higher quality care for our leprosy patients. Two new
Christian junior doctors (Dr Anand Sunwar and Dr Tamang) also joined the team during
2019, helping to cover the loss of two doctors who moved on for post-graduate training.

The expanded outpatient and inpatient facilities have become
a normal part of life at Lalgadh, allowing patients and staff
alike to be more comfortable, and some new activities to
occur. ALM is seeking funds from USAID for a further
expansion, which would enable improvements to the
operating theatre, training department, patient kitchen and
laundry facilities. This would prepare Lalgadh to meet the
challenges ahead for some time, as a significant centre for

treatment, training, research and top-level leprosy referral services. A new hospital-wide
IT system is being installed that will support nearly every aspect of the work that goes on
at Lalgadh. This will help improve patient care and underpin research work. Better handling
of patient data along with financial data will help improve sustainability.

A very fruitful relationship with Indiana University in the USA has continued to support the
development of our laboratory services and staff, with improved equipment and wider test
facilities. A twinning relationship with the leprosy hospital at Karigiri in India is providing
new opportunities to share skills, training and experience. Karigiri has grown well beyond
its leprosy origins and Lalgadh can learn a great deal from Karigiri’s journey.

Our long-time friend Dr Donald Sammut visited again in November 2019, with a team of
surgeons, hand therapists, theatre nurse and anaesthetist, to support another intensive
hand surgery event. This provided world class, life-changing surgery for 25 patients who
would otherwise have no hope of receiving such
treatment, and also provided very valuable
training for our medical staff in theatre practice,
anaesthetics and surgery.

Although there have been improvements in the
economy of Nepal in recent years, resulting
from increased political stability, many of those
seeking help from Lalgadh are still extremely
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poor and vulnerable. Our community work continues to
reach out to those who have been stigmatised by leprosy,
disabled by leprosy (or anything else), or who have been
marginalised by disease or other issues such as poverty. The
Community Department’s innovative work with self-help
groups has been very successful at breaking down stigma
and helping communities to see the humanity and dignity
of the people in the groups. At the same time, the groups

have worked hard to improve their own lives as well as life for their communities. A recent
study by the community team - published in the Leprosy Review Journal - has shown that
women involved in these groups have been able to significantly improve their lives, and
their capacity to make decisions in their home and
village setting, even in such a male-dominated society.
There are now 113 self-help groups, spread mainly
through four districts of our work area, all impacting
their communities and sending out the message that
people affected by leprosy still have value and can still
contribute to their community.

In 2019 the community team also started to work with
four more villages in the Village Alive programme, building on the trust developed by
self-help groups in very poor settings. There are already nine villages that have benefited
from taking part in Village Alive. When these villages joined (during the last 13 years), they
were all desperately poor, with unsafe mother and child health practices, hardly any
children at school, no toilets or other sanitation, no clean water, and problems with

unemployment and alcoholism. During a three-year period (for each
village), Village Alive has provided: training for a local health volunteer
who supports better mother and child healthcare; toilets for each
household (very popular) and a clean water supply; children in
education; a savings scheme to enable village schemes and income
generating projects; and better relationships amongst the village
families. These simple but profound improvements have helped lift
these villages out of despair and the grind of poverty, into a shared
vision for improving life by working together. All nine villages have
continued to flourish beyond the programme, developing their own
schemes with minimal support from the community team.

A major challenge for the community team in this work is the level of
expectation placed on them by the villagers who have so many deep needs. This can create
a lot of heartache amongst our staff, when it is not possible to answer many of them. But
they can still gain satisfaction from the fact that these villages look so much better than
they did at the start, and the villagers are much more positive. The four new VAP villages
joined one that was started a year earlier, so that the team is now working with five
altogether. The challenge for NLT now is to find funding to continue this valuable work
beyond the current programme, which completes in October 2021.
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There are many individual stories and highlights from 2019, but one
particular man comes to mind. Mainuddin is 48 years old and has lived
with the disabling effects of leprosy from his teenage years. The resulting
damage left him with deformity in both hands and feet, and one of his
legs had to be amputated. He suffered from much stigma but he is a
determined man and, whilst an inpatient at LLHSC, realised that he could

help others who were also struggling with the
effects of leprosy. In 2002 Mainuddin became
involved with our pioneering Stigma Elimination Programme and
worked with a self-help group to bring about change in his
community. He learned to read and write and, increased in
confidence, he was elected to be the facilitator of the Kopaleshwar
group in Dhanusha district and subsequently president of the NGO
Federation of Self-Help Groups in Dhanusha District. Mainuddin was
awarded the international Wellesley Bailey

Award by The Leprosy Mission in 2011, and has been an important part
of the leprosy self-help group story that has changed so many lives in
the region.

However, Mainuddin had never been able to look forward to any real
home life of his own, with no money and his damaged body making
marriage unlikely. However, in 2019 it seemed good to buy some land

for him and help him to build a house, and this paved the way
for Mainuddin to ask a lady called Sakila - also a regular visitor
to Lalgadh due to her difficulties with leprosy - to marry him.
Sakila accepted and they were married on 29�� December 2019
at Mainuddin’s new house. Their neighbours have been
welcoming, and Mainuddin and Sakila are settling into their
new life together, and we wish them the very best.

Another story concerns Manoj, a young man who was brought to
Lalgadh in late 2015 by a pastor, who felt NLT would care for him.
Born in Solukhumbu district, Manoj lost a leg in a fire as child of
three. More recent damage from disease (possibly leprosy) caused
the loss of one hand and part of the other, and the loss of his
second leg, which left Manoj totally dependent on others, and
begging in the street. Since coming to live in the Care Haven next
to Lalgadh Church, Manoj has been much happier, despite being
mainly in a wheelchair. In early 2019 Lalgadh began to make its
own prosthetic limbs and the Prosthetics Department made new
legs for Manoj (pictured right). It will take him a while to get used
to them, but it is a new start and he is very happy to be able to
walk again and perhaps leave his wheelchair behind.
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In Kathmandu, everyone has become familiar with the alterations
to NLT’s headquarters buildings required for the Government’s road
widening project, and the various projects there continue.  A sad
and significant event was the passing of Eileen Lodge, the founder
of NLT, who died on 11�� October 2019 at 94 years of age. Her
funeral was very well attended and many people gave testimony
of the ways in which Eileen had touched their lives. Eileen
pioneered leprosy work from the western region of Nepal across
to the eastern region, and her legacy is those works which will go on changing lives for many
years to come. Knowing her was a privilege, and she is remembered with fondness and awe.

The workshops in the headquarters building
continue to produce high quality leather, cloth, felt
and batik items, which are sold in Kathmandu and
abroad in Europe and America. Several of the staff
are disabled by leprosy or other conditions, and the
NLT fair trade workshop has been a stable source of
income for many years. A marvellous mainstay for
the workshops has been the 10-year relationship
with the Aure Que fashion accessory outlet, which
is a major customer of NLT. Aure Que’s founder,

Laura Queening, is a prize-winning fashion designer who has developed a range of modern,
high quality bags and other accessories, all made by ethical
producers in developing countries. Laura herself has worked
very hard with all these producers to help them make her
products to the required standards, and she has spent many
months working alongside the NLT production team. We are
enormously grateful for her commitment and dedication.

A scare in 2019 was caused by a pressure-cooker bomb that was left leaning against the wall
of our headquarters building in May of 2019. This coincided with another bomb going off

in Kathmandu which killed three people and
injured six others. Fortunately, the bomb at our
office was spotted early and an army bomb
disposal team came and dealt with it safely, so
nobody was injured. It seems that both bombs
were politically motivated, and our building
happens to be on the travel-route of a significant
political figure.

NLT at Kathmandu has continued to manage the support of about 80 children’s education
via the Lydia Children’s Fund, which links sponsors to children. During 2019, we extended
this support to include children identified by the Community Department at Lalgadh, and
so 11 of these children are based in the Terai area. This help has continued to be a massively
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important input into children’s lives that otherwise are defined by poverty, and is enabling
them to escape this trap. One of these children has just finished her nursing training and is
now working at Lalgadh. We are very grateful for every sponsor who commits to this kind
of support, as we see first-hand the difference that it makes.

Another key part of the Kathmandu headquarters’ work is
maintaining good relationships and collaboration with the
government offices. As mentioned at the start of this report,
the close of 2019 saw the final approval of our new 5-year
Project Agreement. It took two years of difficult and
time-consuming discussion with various government
departments and Kamal Shrestha, the CEO of NLT Nepal,

described this process as one of the toughest battles he has ever faced. We thank him and
his team for their hard work in bringing this to a successful conclusion, and our supporters
for their many prayers.

The last main highlight of 2019 was the NLT UK
Envisioning Trip which took place in early
November, and enabled four NLT supporters to
visit various NLT projects with support from NLT
UK personnel. It was a very good trip and the
visitors were able to see the key parts of NLT’s
work and understand how NLT supports people
affected by leprosy in Nepal. We hope to
arrange further trips if people express interest.

As we look back on another busy and challenging year, we remember again the amazing
faithfulness of God and all our many friends, who enable the vital and diverse activities that
NLT is involved with to carry on. Although Eileen Lodge has gone to her heavenly home, her
work continues in the hands of faithful people who are taking it forward. This work is
stamped with the hallmark of the Love of God and continues to rely on Him to provide for
people in whom the world at large has little interest. Whether people come from the slums
of Kathmandu, or very poor communities in the Terai or North India, NLT serves people
without discrimination, relieving suffering and bringing healing and hope to lives broken by
leprosy and other issues. All this work is done, often in the face of great difficulty, in the
Spirit and love of Christ, and NLT continues to be shaped by our Christian ethos and reliance
on a Faithful, Heavenly Father. We have a wonderful staff, an excellent reputation, and a
future with much leprosy-related work still to be done. We are so grateful to all the many
individuals, church groups and organizations who have faithfully supported NLT throughout
2019, whether through giving money or prayer or time. We hope that this brief review of
our work helps convey to you how valuable your help has been.

With our deepest gratitude, the NLT UK Team
(UK Charity No: 1081952, website: www.nlt.org.uk, email: info@nlt.org.uk, Tel: 020 8940 1200)
(Please note that telephone calls cannot be answered quickly at the moment due to the corona virus lock-down)
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